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JANUARY 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Christian leaders & leadership
9781800391284, 128 pp, Paperback, B-format paperback 

£7.99£7.99

Growing Young LeadersGrowing Young Leaders
A practical guide to mentoring teens

Ruth Hassall

Key benefitsKey benefits
Provides step by step guidance for those mentoring 13–18-year-olds for leadership in
a faith context
Defines mentoring and gives the biblical rationale for mentoring young people
Explores the context of adolescence today
Analyses the necessary skills and attributes of a mentor
Considers how to help young people identify their gifts and grow as disciples of Jesus
Explains how to set up a mentoring scheme and how to create a safe environment

Target readershipTarget readership
Youth leaders
Church leaders and Messy Church leaders
Other adults involved in mentoring teenagers

A practical guide to mentoring teenagers for leadershipA practical guide to mentoring teenagers for leadership

9780857468888 £10.99
Growing Leaders

9780857469250 £9.99
Mentoring Conversations

9781841015620 £8.99

Mentoring for Spiritual
Growth

9780857469373 £9.99

Parenting as a Church
Leader

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary

This fully updated second edition of Growing Young Leaders offers practical guidance for
all those mentoring 13- to 18-year-olds in a faith context, with a view to nurturing them
towards leadership roles. Linked to CPASʼs course Growing Leaders – Youth Edition, it also
works as a stand-alone resource. It defines mentoring, analyses the necessary skills and
attributes of a mentor today, encourages good practice, considers safeguarding issues and,
above all, considers how to help young people identify their gifts and grow as Christian
disciples.

'I hope and pray that this book will help release the potential of our young people so that
they become even greater disciples of Jesus Christ.' John Sentamu, former Archbishop of
York

About the authorAbout the author

Ruth Hassall is a speaker, trainer, author and coach with over 20 yearsʼ experience of
working with individuals, churches, organisations and dioceses. As Youth and Childrenʼs
Pastor (St Thomasʼ, Lancaster), National Childrenʼs Work Adviser (CMS), Leadership
Development Adviser (CPAS), Pastor of Training and Discipleship (St Johnʼs, Harborne),
Director of Growing Younger (Birmingham Diocese), Director of Discipleship (Blackburn
Diocese) and now in a freelance capacity, sheʼs had the opportunity to experience the joys
and challenges of ministry in a number of contexts. Throughout all these roles leadership
development and discipleship have been running themes – collectively and individually. 
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FEBRUARY 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Bible: Old Testament
BR F catego ry :BR F catego ry :  Biblical engagement and application
9780857468192, 96 pp, Paperback, A6 size Bunko 

£5.99£5.99

Really Useful Guides: Genesis 12-50Really Useful Guides: Genesis 12-50
Richard S. Briggs

Key benefitsKey benefits
A clear and fresh overview of Genesis 12—50
Essential guide for time-poor readers
Improve understanding of Genesis 12—50 and its importance and influence
Help readers to engage with the text and to apply it to their lives

Target readershipTarget readership
People wanting to know more about the later chapters of Genesis
Home group leaders
Lay readers
Those involved in biblical or theological studies

A short, useful guide to aid reading and application of the BibleA short, useful guide to aid reading and application of the Bible

9780857467911 £5.99

Really Useful Guides: Genesis
1-11 9780857467317 £6.99

Really Useful Guides: Psalms

9780857467300 £5.99

Really Useful Guides:
Colossians and Philemon 9780857467515 £5.99

Really Useful Guides: John

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
A guide to the great big family drama that takes up most of the first book of our Bibles. How
can you read it wisely, and know what to look out for?

This Really Useful Guide to Genesis 12—50 unpacks the fascinating family stories of
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph. Richard S. Briggs takes us on a tour of these charactersʼ
lives, suggesting different ways of approaching the stories to draw out different facets and
looking at how God can be found throughout. With a discussion of the historical
background of Genesis and a detailed look at a few key passages, this book will increase
your biblical knowledge and make you more aware of Godʼs presence in everyday life.

About the authorAbout the author
Revd Dr Richard S. Briggs is director of biblical studies at Cranmer Hall, Durham, and
lectures in Old Testament. He is also the academic librarian for St Johnʼs College and
currently serves as associate minister in two local parishes.
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FEBRUARY 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Bible: New Testament
9780857468215, 128 pp, Paperback, A6 size Bunko 

£5.99£5.99

Really Useful Guides: RomansReally Useful Guides: Romans
Ernest Clark

Key benefitsKey benefits

• Essential guide for time-poor readers
• Improve understanding of specific biblical books and their importance and influence
• Help readers to engage with the text and to apply it to their lives
• A clear and fresh overview of Romans

Target readershipTarget readership
People wanting to know more about Romans
Home group leaders 
Lay readers 
Those involved in biblical or theological studies

A short, useful guide to aid reading and application of the BibleA short, useful guide to aid reading and application of the Bible

9780857467515 £5.99
Really Useful Guides: John

9780857467317 £6.99
Really Useful Guides: Psalms

9780857467300 £5.99

Really Useful Guides:
Colossians and Philemon

9780857467911 £5.99

Really Useful Guides: Genesis
1-11

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
'A letter was delivered, and a legacy had begun. Over other seas, through other lands,
across two thousand years and in even more languages, the letter of the Romans speaks
and speaks meaningfully.'

This Really Useful Guide to Romans is an exploration of this complex letter to a church that
Paul himself never visited. Ernest Clark covers many helpful aspects of the letter, from its
intended recipients to its central themes. Emphasising that this is a message of grace and
good news to Godʼs loved ones as well as a profound theological treatise, he goes on to
look at how Romans fits alongside other New Testament writings and what it means for us
as believers today.

About the authorAbout the author
Dr Ernest Clark is classics consultant in the Department of New Testament at SAIACS
Christian College in India. He is a member of the Institute for Biblical Research and the
Society of Biblical Literature, and a recipient of the University of St Andrewsʼ 600th
Anniversary Scholarship.
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MARCH 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Christian prayer
BR F catego ry :BR F catego ry :  Christian life and practice
9781800390539, 240 pp, Paperback, B-format paperback 

£12.99£12.99

Celtic Prayer – Caught Up in LoveCeltic Prayer – Caught Up in Love
Wisdom for living from a modern Celtic community

David Cole

Key benefitsKey benefits
Wide-ranging collection of teachings about prayer from a Celtic perspective
Twenty chapters cover many different aspects of prayer including meditation and
contemplation, rhythm in practice, unity and diversity, prayer for justice and mercy,
spiritual warfare, listening in creation, lament, creativity, pilgrimage, liturgy and
unanswered prayer
Multi-contributor team of authors drawn from the Community of Aidan and Hilda
including Michael Mitton, Simon Reed and Ray Simpson
Includes Celtic style prayers and practices to pick up and use in groups and services

Target readershipTarget readership
Ordinary Christians looking to go deeper in their walk with God
People interested in Celtic spirituality
People looking to learn from Christian traditions beyond their own
Those who use the Northumbria Community's Celtic Daily Prayer
Leaders looking for a resource book on prayer

An accessible resource to deepen your experience of prayerAn accessible resource to deepen your experience of prayer

9780857469502 £8.99
Celtic Saints

9780857468628 £9.99
Restoring the Woven Cord

9780857460097 £8.99
Creating Community

9781841017280 £8.99
Hilda of Whitby

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
Even the most committed pray-ers can get stuck in a rut. Loved and familiar ways of praying
can become dry and stale and it can be difficult to rekindle the spark, especially if youʼve
only ever known a handful of ways to pray. But help is at hand in this wide-ranging and
exciting new collection from the Community of Aidan and Hilda. Edited by David Cole, with
contributions from 30 members of the dispersed community, Celtic Prayer – Caught Up in
Love explores 20 different ways of praying from the Celtic Christian tradition. Accessible
and inspiring, it will refresh your spirit and draw you deeper into knowing God.

ʻThis book is the antidote to desiccated prayer. A book of fresh and new ways to commune
with the Divine when your prayer life might have become dry and lifeless.ʼ Nicolette
Rodden, Equality, Diversity, and Inclusivity Coordinator for the Community of Aidan and
Hilda

About the authorAbout the author
David Cole (aka Brother Cassian) is an international spiritual teacher and retreat leader and
the Deputy Guardian for the Community of Aidan and Hilda. He is the founder of Waymark
Ministries, which creates opportunities for people to engage with the Christian message.
His books include Celtic Advent and Celtic Lent (BRF, 2018), Celtic Saints and The Celtic Year
(BRF, 2020).
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MARCH 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Bibles & bible stories (Children's /
Teenage)
BR F catego ry :BR F catego ry :  Parenting and family life
9780857466280, 144 pp, Paperback, B-format paperback 

£8.99£8.99

Comfort in Uncertain TimesComfort in Uncertain Times
Helping children draw close to God through Biblical stories of anxiety,
loss and transition

Rachel Turner

Key benefitsKey benefits
• Helps parents coach and support their children through uncertain times
• 16 Bible stories retold with a focus on who God is through transition, insecurity, anxiety or
change
• Approach designed to highlight key principles which can be applied to a range of different
situations
• Each section includes prayers and tools for parents to engage with their childʼs questions
• A companion volume to Comfort in the Darkness: Helping children draw close to God
through biblical stories of night-time and sleep

Target readershipTarget readership
• Christian parents and grandparents
• Parenting for Faith course participants and organisers
• Childrenʼs leaders or others working with children in a church context

Helps children through change by resourcing parents to share Bible wisdomHelps children through change by resourcing parents to share Bible wisdom

9780857464231 £7.99
Comfort in the Darkness

9780857466945 £12.99

Parenting Children for a Life
of Faith omnibus

9780857466617 £9.99
Faithful Grandparents

9780857464798 £9.99

A Prayer Journey into
Parenthood

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
Uncertainty and change can be hard, and even more so for a child. Feelings of confusion,
powerlessness and insecurity may be overwhelming. Scripture is full of people just like our
children who had to cope with uncertainty and transition and flourished as they saw Godʼs
hand and presence within it all. Designed as a series of stories and discussions for families,
this book lays a biblical foundation for who God is in uncertain times and how to stay
connected to him.

Praise for Comfort in the Darkness:
'What is not to love about this book? 16 stories from the Bible are skilfully retold with just
the right amount of drama, suspense and awe - perfect for a shared story!' Ali Campbell,
The Resource
'It's simple, it's clever and it's profound. I found my own perspective on night-time changing
along with my children's.' Victoria Beech, godventure

About the authorAbout the author
Rachel Turner has been a full-time childrenʼs and families worker and the National
Childrenʼs Work Coordinator for New Wine, and continues to consult, speak at conferences
and run training days for parents, church leaders and youth workers. She is the pioneer of
Parenting for Faith, author of the Parenting Children for a Life of Faith series and presents
the Parenting for Faith course, a video-based resource for church groups and individuals.
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APRIL 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Christian life and practice
9781800391260, 144 pp, Paperback, B-format paperback 

£8.99£8.99

Grief Notes: Walking through lossGrief Notes: Walking through loss
The first year after bereavement

Tony Horsfall

Key benefitsKey benefits
• Poignant personal account of the first year after losing a spouse
• Month by month diary entries interwoven with biblical teaching on grief and insights from
grief counselling
• Topical and relevant in the wake of the Covid pandemic
• Well-known author whose grief journey has been widely followed on social media

Target readershipTarget readership
• Anyone who has lost a loved one within the last few years
• People who are drawn to memoirs by Sheila Hancock, John Diamond or Simon Thomas
• Mentors, spiritual directors, church leaders, church pastoral teams, counsellors and
others who seek to help those who are grieving
• Those who are interested in the connection between the grief journey and spiritual
formation

One manʼs journey through lossOne manʼs journey through loss

9781800390669 £8.99
Deep Calls to Deep

9780857464354 £8.99

Spiritual Growth in a Time
of Change

9780857467348 £9.99
Resilience in Life and Faith

9780857465757 £8.99
God Among the Ruins

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary

In Grief Notes Tony Horsfall charts the first year of his grief journey since the death of his
wife from cancer. Month by month he tells the unfolding story of walking with and through
loss, weaving this together with biblical teaching on grief and insights gained from grief
counselling. With a poignant mix of honesty and humour, Tony shares the challenges of
rebuilding his life and reflects on how he has seen God meet his needs as he wrestled with
grieving in a time of lockdown and pandemic. 

Praise for Resilience in Life and Faith:
'This book will have a ministry-wide impact.' Dr Laura Mae Gardner, former International
Vice President for Personnel for Wycliffe Bible Translators and SIL International

About the authorAbout the author
Tony Horsfall is a well-respected author and retreat leader who has a lifetimeʼs experience
in mentoring others, including church leaders and missionaries, both in Britain and
overseas.
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APRIL 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Christian ministry and pastoral activity
9781800390096, 160 pp, Paperback, B-format paperback 

£9.99£9.99

Messy Church Goes WildMessy Church Goes Wild
Caring for the world we live in

Lucy Moore

Key benefitsKey benefits
Helps church leaders engage with and communicate on key issues around the
environment and sustainability
Offers theologically grounded reflection and practical materials for churches from
the Messy Church context and beyond
Multi-contributor collection, representing a variety of church backgrounds and
practitioner expertise from around the world
Addresses a major global concern for society as a whole
Provides three session outlines, including one for online use

Target readershipTarget readership
Messy Church leadership teams
Church leaders seeking to promote creation care
Senior denominational influencers
Those interested in or researching the area of creation care
Theological colleges
Childrenʼs, youth and family ministry leaders
People with connections to organisations like A Rocha, The John Ray Initiative and
Scientists in Congregations

Reflections and practical suggestions from Messy Church on how we live wellReflections and practical suggestions from Messy Church on how we live well
in God's worldin God's world

9780857465795 £9.99
Messy Church Does Science

9781800390058 £9.99

A Christian Guide to
Environmental Issues

9781800390225 £9.99
Changing the Climate

9780857464163 £8.99
Outdoor Church

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
Messy Church Goes Wild is the movement within Messy Church which aims to encourage
Messy Churches to meet God outdoors, love the natural world, experience a sense of awe
and wonder there and be more eco-aware in all we do, both inside and out, as gathered and
dispersed church, for the good of the planet.

Edited by Messy Church founder Lucy Moore, this unique collection of wisdom and practical
materials covers a range of topics from caring for animals and birds through living as an
eco-friendly household to greening up your Messy Church activities and running an online
session on Jesus in the wilderness.

With chapters by Dave Bookless, Crystal Goetz, Dave Gregory, Graham Hartland, Jane
Leadbetter, George Lings, Martyn Payne and Rachel Summers, and case studies from
international contributors of all ages.

About the authorAbout the author

Lucy Moore is the founder of Messy Church. She promotes Messy Church nationally and
internationally through training and speaking events, and is the author of a number of
books for BRF.
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APRIL 2022
Advance information from BRFAdvance information from BRF

BIC  C atego ry :BIC  C atego ry :  Biblical commentaries
9781800390935, 240 pp, Multiple copy pack, 

£39.99£39.99

The People's Bible Commentary: Matthew,The People's Bible Commentary: Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John, ActsMark, Luke, John, Acts
A Bible commentary for every day

John Proctor, Dick France, Henry Wansbrough, Richard Burridge,
Loveday Alexander

Key benefitsKey benefits
• Five commentaries on the four gospels and Acts presented in an elegant slipcase edition
• Best-loved titles from the influential People's Bible Commentary series
• Makes scholarly insights accessible to a non-academic audience
• Limited edition to commemorate BRFʼs centenary – 100 years of helping people
understand the Bible and apply it to everyday life
• Supports BRFʼs centenary theme of ʻSharing the Storyʼ of Godʼs work as shown in the Bible

Target readershipTarget readership
• Commentary purchasers including church leaders, theology students and Christians in
general
• Preachers, study group leaders and all those wanting to go deeper in personal Bible
reading
• BRF Bible reading notes subscribers and supporters
• Those seeking a special gift for a friend or relative, or a prizegiving/graduation/leaving gift

Special edition of The Peopleʼs Bible Commentary Gospels and Acts in aSpecial edition of The Peopleʼs Bible Commentary Gospels and Acts in a
commemorative boxed setcommemorative boxed set

9780857467515 £5.99
Really Useful Guides: John

9781841016481 £9.99
The Psalms

Related books from BRFRelated books from BRF

brf.org.ukbrf.org.uk
Bible Reading Fellowship is a charity (233280) and company limited by guarantee
(301324), registered in England and Wales

SummarySummary
The Peopleʼs Bible Commentary series presents scholarly insights in straightforward terms,
aiming to instruct the head but also to warm the heart, and pointing to how the truths
received can be applied personally.

A special boxed set edition brings together five best-loved titles in the series to mark BRFʼs
centenary. Matthew's gospel is clear, organised and practical, giving prominence to Jesus'
teaching about lifestyle and relationships. Markʼs gospel is the shortest of the four first-
century books which share the story of Jesus of Nazareth, and the most vividly told. Luke's
gospel stresses how acceptance of Jesusʼ message means a complete reversal of worldly
standards of success. John's gospel is a sublime masterpiece that has fascinated
theologians and mystics for centuries. Acts is the story of the birth of the church and the
beginnings of its journey around the world.

About the authorsAbout the authors

The Revd John Proctor recently retired as a minister of the United Reformed Church. He
was previously based at Westminster College, Cambridge. The late Revd Dick France was an
Anglican clergyman and a New Testament scholar and writer. He taught at the London
School of Theology before becoming principal of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford. Dom Henry
Wansborough OSB is a monk of Ampleforth in Yorkshire. He is executive secretary of the
International Commission for Preparing an English-language Lectionary (ICPEL). The Revd
Professor Richard Burridge served as dean of Kingʼs College London for over 25 years from
1993 to 2019. Revd Canon Professor Loveday Alexander is emeritus professor of biblical
studies at the University of Sheffield, visiting professor at University of Chester and canon
theologian at Chester Cathedral.
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